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 game pirated original version with english subtitles american variant 12 [spa-eng] computer game pirated with english subtitles
is this an english release? [spa-eng] is this a dvd? [spa-eng] [spa-eng] 3 [spa-eng] [spa-eng] Hi. In the past day or so on Ubuntu I
have noticed an annoying and relentless appearance of the "running process" item at the left side of the top panel. That is, the

disk icon appears at the left of the panel at the top of the screen. Anyone else seeing this? are there any command line utilities to
check filesystem integrity? hi I've got an idea for ubuntu and wanted to know if someone would be interested in having it

implemented Its called the ubuntu mini its basically ubuntu with the installation media being just the minimum components ie.
basic packages and a custom selected applications so that it doesnt go over the 1gb limit in a livecd it should be as big as the

ubuntu minimal install cd it should also be possible to convert existing iso's to ubuntu mini so it would be as simple as copying a
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existing iso to a new ubuntu mini iso, and then burning that the process would also make it possible for other distros to use
ubuntu mini since you would need a minimal system of whatever your distro supports would it be hard to implement? it would

have a few issues but its possible would someone be interested in this project? alexander_c: maybe later, when you'Re not
answering questions, i just usually look up whether someone is actively doing something, first. so you could be better off asking

your questions later if this is true, though. alexander_c: if 82157476af
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